Advanced Glass Industries buys and sells used equipment. We are always looking for: Centering/Edging Machines, CP Polishers, Instruments (Interferometers, Autocollimators, Polarisces, Etc), Ultrasonic Degreasers, Hot Plates (Electric). We are currently in need of **PR Hoffman 66T Double Sided machines and CP Polishers 48” or larger**. If you are interested in any of the available machines below or you believe you have something for us please contact Anthony Marino.

### Spindle Polishers

1. Spindle polisher, Saga, 100R Model SA27, 8” capacity  
2. Spindle polisher, Strasbaugh, Model 6-T  
3. Spindle polisher, Strasbaugh, Model R6Y-1  
4. Spindle polisher, Strasbaugh, Model 6BGDC  
5. Spindle polisher, Strasbaugh, Model 205-1-72 SR, 6” cap.  
7. Spindle polisher, Strasbaugh, Model 6AD-1, 12” capacity (2 units)  
8. Spindle polisher, WinZip, 12” capacity  
9. Spindle polisher, homemade, 12” capacity  
10. Spindle polisher, Kyotsu-Seiki KOH 02-S2/P2, 4.5” capacity, for steep radius work (2 units)  
11. Spindle polisher, Alfa American, weighted pressure, 8” cap.  
12. Spindle polisher, Kwangjin, 3.5” capacity  
13. Spindle radius polisher, R & C, air pressured, 4” capacity  
14. Spindle radius polisher, R & C, air pressured, 8” capacity (2 units)  
15. Spindle polisher, Strasbaugh Model RGDE-4, 8-10” capacity  
16. Spindle polisher, Udagawa, spring tensioned, 12” capacity  
17. Spindle polisher, CMV 5/25, 3” capacity  
18. Spindle polisher, Unknown Style, 6” capacity  
19. Spindle polisher, SSP6-SDSYU, 4” capacity  
20. Spindle polisher, Dama, 3” capacity  
21. 10 spindle polisher, Nord, air pressured, 6” capacity

### Double Sided Polishers

1. SPM (Speedfam Clones), 10” capacity, 5 carriers (6 units)  
2. PR Hoffman model 66T with lift, stainless steel

### CP Grinders/Polishers

1. Strasbaugh, 16” table CP (2 units)  
2. Lapmaster, 36° CP  
3. 60” CP, not complete

### Generators

1. LOH Horizontal generator 3” capacity  
2. Mildex GMV 125 generator, 6” capacity  
3. Rogers and Clarke G-150 generator  
4. Strasbaugh generator, 12” capacity, needs work  
5. Strasbaugh 7DR generator, 18” capacity (2 units)  
6. Strasbaugh 7M generator, 20” capacity (2 units)

### Saws

1. Cut off saw, small 6” OD blade  
2. DoAll diamond band saw, Model 67060  
3. DoAll Hydro diamond band saw  
4. Felker cut off saw  
5. Haric dicing machine model 618 Slicer  
6. Gray cut off saw  
7. Meyer Burger slurry saws GS1 (2 units)  
9. Strasbaugh OD saw auto drive, Model 10H

### Miscellaneous

1. Motorized hand beveling machine, 8” capacity  
2. C-face reducer, Tigear, Size 035B010M180LI, new  
3. Grinder, rough abrasive manual overarm, 12” max plate  
4. Grinder, double sided PR Hoffman, Model PR-2  
5. Precision honing machine, Sunnen  
6. Pump, Flex-Flo, A-1630-6 (8 units)  
7. Pump, Hydromatic, OSP33BRA1 (15 units)  
8. Pump, Serfilco Ltd, C143T34FC11E, new (3 units)  
9. R&C pit grinder, Model 24POL, 16” capacity  
10. Strasbaugh pit grinder, Model 6X, 20” cap. (2 units)  
11. Surface grinder, Manhattan Supply  
12. Tool grinder, GP GOERZ  
13. Vibration isolation table, TMC, 60” x 60”

---
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